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Named entity recognition (NER) aims to identify text spans that mention named entities and
classify them into pre-defined categories. For Chinese NER task, most of the existing methods
are character-based sequence labeling models and achieve great success. However, these methods
usually ignore lexical knowledge, which leads to false prediction of entity boundaries. Moreover,
these methods have difficulties in capturing tag dependencies. In this paper, we propose an
Adaptive Multi-pass Memory Network with Hierarchical Tagging Mechanism (AMMNHT) to
address all above problems. Specifically, to reduce the errors of predicting entity boundaries,
we propose an adaptive multi-pass memory network to exploit lexical knowledge. In addition,
we propose a hierarchical tagging layer to learn tag dependencies. Experimental results on three
widely used Chinese NER datasets demonstrate that our proposed model outperforms other stateof-the-art methods.
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The task of named entity recognition (NER) is to recognize the named entities from a plain text and
classify them into pre-defined types. NER is a fundamental and preliminary task in natural language
processing (NLP) area and is beneficial for many downstream NLP tasks such as relation extraction
(Bunescu and Mooney, 2005), event extraction (Chen et al., 2015) and question answering (Yahya et
al., 2013). In recent years, numerous methods have been carefully studied for NER task, including
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Isozaki
and Kazawa, 2002). Currently, with the development of deep learning methods, neural networks have
been introduced for the NER task. In particular, sequence labeling neural network models have achieved
state-of-the-art performance (Lample et al., 2016; Zhang and Yang, 2018).
Though sequence labeling neural network methods have achieved great success for Chinese NER task,
some challenging issues still have not been well addressed. One significant drawback is that previous
methods usually fail to correctly predict entity boundaries. To conduct a quantitative analysis, we
perform a BiLSTM+CRF model proposed by Huang et al. (2015), which is the most representative Chinese NER sequence labeling system, on WeiboNER dataset (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2016),
OntoNotes 4 dataset (Weischedel et al., 2011) and MSRA dataset (Levow, 2006). The F1 scores are
55.84%, 63.17% and 89.13%, respectively. We do a further analysis and find that the errors of predicting
entity boundaries are particularly serious. The average proportion of predicting entity boundaries errors
is 82% on these three datasets. For example, the character-based BiLSTM+CRF model fails to predict
the entity boundaries of “北海道 (Hokkaido)” in Figure 1. To reduce the errors of predicting entity
boundaries, some works (Peng and Dredze, 2016; Cao et al., 2018) try to jointly perform Chinese NER
with Chinese word segmentation (CWS) for using word boundaries information. However, the joint
model requires additional annotated training data for CWS task.
Fortunately, existing lexicons can provide information on word boundaries and we refer to the information as lexical knowledge. In addition, the cost of obtaining lexicon is low and almost all fields have their
lexicons, such as biomedical, social science fields and so on. Recently, Zhang and Yang (2018) propose a
lattice LSTM model capable of leveraging lexicon for Chinese NER. Though effective, the lattice LSTM
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Figure 1: An example of Chinese NER with wrong entity boundaries using the BiLSTM+CRF model. It
also shows the matched words for each character.
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cannot exploit all matched words. When the candidate labeled character is within a matched word (i.e.
the character is not the first or the last character of the matched word), the lattice model cannot explicitly
and directly exploit the matched word. For example, for the candidate labeled character “海 (Sea)”, it
can match “北海 (North Sea)”, “海道 (Seaway)” and “北海道 (Hokkaido)” in lexicon according to its
context. When exploiting the matched words for character “海 (Sea)”, the lattice model only considers
“北海 (North Sea)” and “海道 (Seaway)”, ignoring “北海道 (Hokkaido)” which can help determine
that the character “海 (Sea)” is the middle of an entity rather than beginning or ending. Moreover, the
lattice model only processes the matched words once, when learning the lexical knowledge for a character. However, it needs more reasoning passes on the matched words to better learn lexical knowledge
in complex sentences intuitively. Take the sentence “南京市长江大桥 (Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge)”
for example, it is more complicated than the sentence in Figure 1 because it is prone to be misunderstood
as “南京市长/江大桥 (The mayor of Nanjing is Jiang Daqiao)”. Thus, it needs more reasoning passes to
learn the lexical knowledge for recognizing the entity “长江大桥 (Yangtze River Bridge)” than the entity
“北海道 (Hokkaido)” in Figure 1. However, if the reasoning passes are too many, the performance will
decrease in word sense disambiguation task (Luo et al., 2018). We argue that the problem also exists in
Chinese NER task. Hence, how to exploit all matched words and perform flexible multi-pass reasoning
according to the complexity of sentences should be well investigated.
Another issue is that most of the existing methods cannot efficiently capture tag dependencies. In
sequence labeling neural network models, CRF is usually used as a decoding layer. Although the CRF
decoder has achieved improvements, the transition matrix in CRF layer only learns the neighboring tag
dependencies, which are typically first order dependencies (Zhang et al., 2018). Thus, CRF cannot well
handle long-distance tag dependency problems. For example, in the sentence “耐克拥有比李宁更大的
市场 (Nike has a larger market than Li Ning)”, the tag of “李宁 (Li Ning)” is dependent on the tag of
“耐克 (Nike)”, as they should be the same entity type. Since “李宁 (Li Ning)” can be a person or an
organization, it is more difficult to predict the tag of “李宁 (Li Ning)” than “耐克 (Nike)”. However, it is
easy to tag “耐克 (Nike)” as an organization. If we capture the dependencies between “李宁 (Li Ning)”
and “耐克 (Nike)”, we will have ample evidence to tag “李宁 (Li Ning)” as an organization. To address
the issue, Zhang et al. (2018) exploit the LSTM as decoder instead of CRF. However, the unidirectional
LSTM decoder only leverages the past labels and ignores the future labels. In another sentence “李宁
努力地同耐克竞争 (Li Ning strives to compete with Nike)”, when predicting the tag of “李宁 (Li
Ning)”, the future tag of “耐克 (Nike)” can help us to determine the tag of “李宁 (Li Ning)”. Thus, how
to capture bidirectional (past and future) tag dependencies in the whole sentence is another challenging
problem.
In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Multi-pass Memory Network with Hierarchical Tagging Mechanism (AMMNHT) to address the aforementioned problems. To exploit all matched words and perform
multi-pass reasoning across matched words for a character, memory network (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015)
can be utilized for Chinese NER. However, conventional memory network follows pre-defined passes to
perform multi-pass reasoning and cannot perform adaptive and proper deliberation passes according to
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the change of input sentence. We utilize reinforcement learning (Sutton et al., 1998) to adaptively determine the deliberation passes of memory network according to the complexity of sentences. Although we
do not have explicit supervision for the reasoning passes of the memory network, we can obtain longterm feedback (or reward) from the final prediction, which inspires us to utilize reinforcement learning
techniques. To capture bidirectional tag dependencies in the whole sentence, we propose a hierarchical
tagging mechanism for Chinese NER task.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We propose a novel framework to integrate lexical knowledge from the lexicon for Chinese NER
task, which can explicitly exploit all matched words and adaptively choose suitable reasoning passes
for each sentence. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to automatically determine the
reasoning passes of memory network via reinforcement learning techniques.
• We propose a hierarchical tagging mechanism for Chinese NER to capture bidirectional tag dependencies in the whole sentence. To our knowledge, this is the first work to devise the hierarchical
tagging mechanism for Chinese NER task.
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• Experiments on three widely used Chinese NER datasets show that our proposed model outperforms
previous state-of-the-art methods.

Related Work
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In recent years, the NER task has attracted much research attention. Many methods have been proposed
to perform the task. Early studies on NER often exploit CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001) and SVMs (Isozaki
and Kazawa, 2002). These methods rely heavily on feature engineering. However, the designed features
may be not appropriate for the task, which can lead to error propagation problem. Currently, neural
network methods have been introduced into NER task and achieved state-of-the-art performance (Lample
et al., 2016). Huang et al. (2015) use the bidirectional long short term memory (BiLSTM) for feature
extraction and the CRF for decoding. The model is trained via the end-to-end paradigm. After that, the
BiLSTM+CRF model is usually exploited as the baseline model for NER task. Ma and Hovy (2016) use
a character convolutional neural network (CNN) to represent spelling characteristic. Then the charcter
representation vector is concatenated with word embedding as the input of the LSTM. Peters et al. (2017)
leverage a character language model to enhance the input of the model.
For Chinese NER, character-based methods have been the dominant approaches (Lu et al., 2016; Dong
et al., 2016). These methods only focus on character sequence information, ignoring word boundaries
information, which can cause errors of predicting entity boundaries. Thus, how to better exploit lexical
knowledge has received much research attention. Word segmentation information is used as extra features for Chinese NER task (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2016). Peng and Dredze (2016) and
Cao et al. (2018) propose a joint model for Chinese NER, which is jointly trained with CWS task. Zhang
and Yang (2018) investigate a lattice LSTM to encode a sequence of input characters as well as words
that match a lexicon. However, the lattice model cannot exploit all matched words and only processes
the matched words once. Recently, graph-based models have been proposed for Chinese NER (Gui et al.,
2019; Sui et al., 2019). Based on the lattice structure, Sui et al. (2019) propose a graph neural network
to encode word information.
Tag dependencies is also a challenging problem, but few attention has been paid to tackling the problem. Zhang et al. (2018) leverages LSTM as decoder for sequence labeling task. However, the unidirectional LSTM decoder only exploits the past predicted tags information, ignoring the future un-predicted
tags. Hence, we propose a hierarchical tagging mechanism to capture bidirectional tag dependencies in
the whole sentence. To our best knowledge, we are the first to introduce the hierarchical tagging mechanism to Chinese NER task. Moreover, to better capture the dependencies between tags, we try different
hierarchical tagging mechanism.
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Figure 2: The architecture of our proposed adaptive multi-pass memory network with hierarchical tagging mechanism. The right part is the adaptive multi-pass memory network (AMMN). For each character,
the lexical knowledge (i.e., wi in the figure) is obtained via the AMMN. We concatenate the character
embeddings and lexical knowledge as the input of the encoding layer. In this figure, we use the character
xi as an example to illustrate the process.

3

Method

The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 2. The proposed model consists of three components: input layer, BiLSTM encoding layer and hierarchical tagging layer. In the following sections,
we will describe the details of our proposed model.
3.1

Input Layer

The inputs of our proposed model are character embeddings and lexical knowledge, which are obtained
via character embedding module and adaptive multi-pass memory network, respectively.
Character Embedding Module Similar to other methods using neural networks, the first step of our
proposed model is to map discrete language symbols to distributed representations. Formally, given a
Chinese sentence s = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, each character xi is represented by looking up embedding vector
from a pre-trained character embedding table:
ci = E c (xi )

(1)

where E c is a pre-trained character embedding table and ci ∈ Rdc . We obtain the characters embedding
matrix, denoted as S = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }.
Adaptive Multi-pass Memory Network The adaptive multi-pass memory network has three inputs:
the candidate character embedding ci as the initial query vector, the characters embedding matrix S and
the matched words {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wiNi } of the character xi as the external memory, where Ni is the
number of matched words. Since a candidate character may match multiple words in a lexicon and onepass attention calculation may not accurately learn lexical knowledge, memory network is exploited to
perform a deep reasoning process to highlight the correct lexical knowledge. After each pass, we need to
update the query vector for the next pass. Therefore, the memory network contains two phases: attention
calculation and update mechanism.
Attention Calculation: During each pass, the query vector is the output of the former pass. We use
attention to model the relationship between the query vector and the matched words. At pass k, the
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attention calculation can be formulated as follows:
T k−1
ekit = wit
mi

exp(ekit )
k
αit
= PN
i
k
j=1 exp(eij )

(2)

where mk−1
denotes the output of pass k − 1. We treat the candidate character embedding ci as m0i .
i
Update Mechanism: After calculating the attention, we can obtain the memory state at the current
pass:
XN i
k
αit
wit
(3)
uki =
t=1

We update the query vector by taking the former pass output and memory state of current pass into
consideration for the next pass:
mki = Relu(Wm [mk−1
: uki ] + bm )
i

(4)
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where [:] is the concatenation operation. Wm ∈ Rdw ×2dw and bm ∈ Rdw are trainable parameters. We
use the output of the last pass as the lexical knowledge of the character xi , denoted as wi .
Empirically, different reasoning passes may obtain different performances (Luo et al., 2018). We assume that less reasoning passes are enough to tackle simple sentences than complicated sentences. However, conventional memory network cannot perform adaptive and proper deliberation passes according
to the complexity of the input sentence. Therefore, we utilize reinforcement learning to automatically
control the reasoning passes of the memory network. We will introduce state, action and reward as
follows:
State: We use the sentence embedding s0 as the state. After getting the characters embedding matrix
S, we perform the max-pooling operation and treat the result as the sentence embedding:
s0 = Maxpooling(S)

(5)
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Action: We regard the reasoning pass as the action a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, where N is the maximal pass.
We sample the value of a by a policy network πΘ (a|s0 ), which can be formulated as follows:
πΘ (a|s0 ) = Softmax(Wp s0 + bp )

(6)

where Wp ∈ RN ×dc and bp ∈ RN are trainable parameters. Θ = {Wp , bp }.
Reward: We can obtain a terminal reward after finishing the final prediction. In this work, we use the
F1 score of each sentence as the reward r.
Given T training instances, the objective function of policy network is defined as :
XT
J1 =
logπΘ (a(i) |s0(i) )r(i)
(7)
i=1

a(i) , s0(i)

where
and r(i) are the action, state and reward of the training instance i, respectively. We use
the policy gradient method to learn the parameter set Θ.
3.2

BiLSTM Encoding Layer

After obtaining character embeddings and lexical knowledge, we concatenate them as the input of the encoding layer. Long short term memory (LSTM) is a variant of recurrent neural network (RNN), which is
designed to address the gradient vanishing and exploding problems in RNN via introducing gate mechanism and memory cell. In order to incorporate information from both sides of sequence, we use BiLSTM
to extract features. The hidden state of BiLSTM can be defined as follows:
→
− ←
−
hi = [ h i : h i ]
(8)
→
−
←
−
where h i ∈ Rdh and h i ∈ Rdh are the hidden states at position i of the forward and backward LSTM,
respectively.
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3.3

Hierarchical Tagging Layer

In the hierarchical tagging layer, we exploit the LSTM as the first tagging module named as TLSTM and
the CRF as the second tagging module.
The First Tagging Module: TLSTM When detecting the tag of character xi , the inputs of the first
tagging module are: hi from the BiLSTM encoding layer, former hidden state ĥi−1 , and former predicted
tag vector Tbi−1 . Formally, the TLSTM can be written precisely as follows:
 






ii
σ
h
i
 oi   σ 
 

  T  ĥi−1  + bd 
 fi  =  σ  Wd
Tbi−1
c̃i
tanh
(9)
ĉi = ĉi−1 fi + c̃i ii
ĥi = oi tanh(ĉi )
Tbi = Wtd ĥi + btd

20

where i, f , o are the input gate, forget gate and output gate, respectively. Tb is the predicted tagging
vector.

20

Tagging Attention Module: T-Attention Tagging attention aims to dynamically leverage the hidden
b = {ĥ1 , ĥ2 , . . . , ĥn } and Traw = {Tb1 , Tb2 , . . . , Tbn }
states and preliminary predictions of the TLSTM. H
denote the hidden states and preliminary predictions of the TLSTM, respectively. The attention is expressed as follows:
ĥdi = [ĥi : Tbi ]
mi = uTd tanh(Wda ĥdi + bda )
exp(mi )
αi = Pn
j=1 exp(mj )
Xn
ri = tanh(
αj ĥdj )

(10)
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j=1

Rdda

where ud ∈
is the context vector, which is randomly initialized and learned during the training process (Yang et al., 2016b). ri denotes the representation of the hidden states and preliminary predictions
of the TLSTM.
The Second Tagging Module: CRF H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hn } and R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn } denote the
outputs of BiLSTM encoding layer and tagging attention module, respectively, which are concatenated
as the input of the CRF module, denoted as Hc = {hc1 , hc2 , . . . , hcn }.
Given a sentence s = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } with a final predicted tag sequence y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn }, the
CRF tagging process is formalized as follows:
oi = Wo hci + bo
Xn
s(s, y) =
(oi,yi + Tyi−1 ,yi )
i=1

(11)

y ∗ = arg max s(s, y)
y∈Ys

where oi,yi is the score of the yi -th tag of the character xi . T denotes the transition matrix which defines
the scores of two successive labels. Ys represents all candidate tag sequences for given sentence s. We
use the Viterbi algorithm to get the final best-scoring tag sequence y ∗ .
3.4

Training

The probability of the ground-truth tag sequence ȳ can be computed by:
exp(s(s, ȳ))
ỹ∈Ys exp(s(s, ỹ))

p(ȳ|s) = P

(12)
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Dataset
MSRA
OntoNotes 4
WeiboNER

# Train sentence
41.4k
22.7k
1.4k

# Dev sentence
4.6k
3.9k
0.27k

# Test sentence
4.0k
2.7k
0.27k

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets.
Given a set of manually labeled training data {s(i) , ȳ (i) }|Ti=1 , the objective function of the tagging
layer can be defined as follows:
XT
logp(ȳ (i) |s(i) )
(13)
J2 =
i=1

The objective function of the whole model is listed as follows:
J = λJ1 + J2

(14)
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As the adaptive multi-pass memory network and hierarchical tagging layer are correlated mutually, we
train them jointly. We pre-train the model before the joint training process starts using the objective
function J2 . Then, we jointly train the model using the objective function J.

Experiments

4.1

Datasets

4.2
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We evaluate our proposed model on three widely used datasets, including MSRA (Levow, 2006),
OntoNotes 4 (Weischedel et al., 2011) and WeiboNER (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2016).
The MSRA dataset contains three entity types (person, location and organization). The OntoNotes 4
dataset annotates 18 named entity types. In this work, we use the four most common named entity
types (person, location, organization and geo-political), as same as previous studies (Che et al., 2013;
Zhang and Yang, 2018). The WeiboNER dataset is annotated with four entity types (person, location,
organization and geo-political), including named entities and nominal mentions.
For MSRA dataset, we use the same data split as Dong et al. (2016). Since MSRA dataset does not
have development set, we sample 10% data of training set as development set. For OntoNotes 4 dataset,
we take the same data split as Che et al. (2013) and Zhang and Yang (2018). For WeiboNER dataset, we
use the same training, development and testing splits as Peng and Dredze (2015) and He and Sun (2016).
The details of the datasets are shown in Table 1.
Evaluation Metrics and Experimental Settings

For evaluation metrics, we use the Micro averaged Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 score as metrics in
our experiments, as the same as previous works (Che et al., 2013; Zhang and Yang, 2018), which are
calculated per-span.
Hyper-parameters tuning is made through adjustments according to the performance on the development sets. The dimension of character embedding dc is 100. The size of word embedding dw is 50. The
hidden size of LSTM dh is set to 300. The dropout rate is 0.3. The λ is set to 0.1. Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) is used for optimization, with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The character embeddings used in
this work are pre-trained on Chinese Wikipedia corpus by using word2vec toolkit (Mikolov et al., 2013).
We use the same lexicon as Zhang and Yang (2018).
4.3

Compared with State-of-the-art Methods

4.3.1 Evaluation on MSRA
We compare our proposed model with previous methods on MSRA dataset. The results are listed in
Table 21 . Zhang et al. (2006) leverage rich handcrafted features for Chinese NER. The model gives very
competitive performance. Dong et al. (2016) incorporate radical features into neural LSTM+CRF model,
1

* in Table 2, 3 and 4 denotes that a model exploits additional labeled data.
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Models
Chen et al. (2006)
Zhou et al. (2006)
Zhang et al. (2006)*
Zhou et al. (2013)
Dong et al. (2016)
Zhang and Yang (2018)
Cao et al. (2018)
AMMNHT

P(%)
91.22
88.94
92.20
91.86
91.28
93.57
91.73
93.62

R(%)
81.71
84.20
90.18
88.75
90.62
92.79
89.58
92.96

F1(%)
86.20
86.51
91.18
90.28
90.95
93.18
90.64
93.29

Table 2: Experimental results on MSRA dataset.
P(%)
77.71
76.43
65.59
72.98
76.35
76.51

R(%)
72.51
72.32
71.84
80.15
71.56
71.70

F1(%)
75.02
74.32
68.57
76.40
73.88
74.03

20

Models
Che et al. (2013)*
Wang et al. (2013)*
Yang et al. (2016a)
Yang et al. (2016a)*
Zhang and Yang (2018)
AMMNHT

20

Table 3: Experimental results on OntoNotes 4 dataset. The first and second blocks list word-based
methods and character-based method, respectively.

4.3.2
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achieving the F1 score of 90.95%. Cao et al. (2018) achieve competitive performance via adversarial
transfer learning method. We can observe that our proposed model gets significant improvements over
previous state-of-the-art methods. For example, compared with the latest model (Cao et al., 2018) which
uses additional CWS training data, our proposed method improves the F1 score from 90.64% to 93.29%.
Moreover, compared with Zhang and Yang (2018), our model also greatly improves the performance.
We also perform a t-test (p < 0.01), which indicates that our method outperforms all of the compared
methods.
Evaluation on OntoNotes

We evaluate our proposed model on OntoNotes 4 dataset. Table 3 lists the results of our proposed model
and previous state-of-the-art methods. In the first two blocks, we give the performance of word-based
and character-based methods for Chinese NER, respectively. Based on the gold segmentation, Che et al.
(2013) propose an integer linear program based inference algorithm with bilingual constraints for NER.
The model gives a 75.02% F1 score. With gold word segmentation, the word-based models achieve
better performance than the character-based model. This demonstrates that word boundaries information
is useful for Chinese NER task. Compared with the character-based method (Zhang and Yang, 2018),
our model improves the F1 score from 73.88% to 74.03%. Compared with the word-based method
(Wang et al., 2013), our model also achieves better performance. The great improvements over previous
state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model.
4.3.3

Evaluation on WeiboNER

We compare our proposed model with the latest models on WeiboNER dataset. The experimental results
are shown in Table 4, where NE, NM and Overall denote F1 scores for named entities, nominal entities
and both, respectively. Peng and Dredze (2016) propose a model that jointly performs Chinese NER and
CWS task, which achieves better results than Peng and Dredze (2015) for named entity, nominal mention
and overall. Recently, Zhang and Yang (2018) propose a lattice LSTM model to exploit word sequence
information. The model gives a 58.79% F1 score on overall performance. It can be observed that our
proposed model achieves great improvements compared with previous methods. For example, compared
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Models
Peng and Dredze (2015)
Peng and Dredze (2016)*
He and Sun (2016)
He and Sun (2017)*
Zhang and Yang (2018)
Cao et al. (2018)
AMMNHT

NE
51.96
55.28
50.60
54.50
53.04
54.34
54.09

NM
61.05
62.97
59.32
62.17
62.25
57.35
62.43

Overall
56.05
58.99
54.82
58.23
58.79
58.70
59.04

Table 4: F1 scores (%) on WeiboNER dataset.
Models
BiLSTM+CRF
BiLSTM+CRF+AMMN
BiLSTM+HT
AMMNHT

MSRA
89.13
92.40
90.53
93.29

OntoNotes
63.17
73.11
64.14
74.03

WeiboNER
55.84
58.65
56.55
59.04

20

Table 5: F1 score (%) of AMMNHT and its simplified models on MSRA, OntoNotes 4 and WeiboNER
datasets, respectively.

4.4

Ablation Experiment

20

with the lattice LSTM model, our proposed model improves the F1 score from 53.04% to 54.09% for
named entity. It proves the effectiveness of our proposed model.
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To investigate the effectiveness of adaptive multi-pass memory network and hierarchical tagging mechanism, we conduct the ablation studies. The baseline and simplified models of the proposed model are
detailed as follows: (1) BiLSTM+CRF: The model is exploited as the strong baseline in our experiment. (2) BiLSTM+CRF+AMMN: The model integrates lexical knowledge from a lexicon via adaptive
multi-pass memory network. (3) BiLSTM+HT: The model exploits the BiLSTM to extract features and
uses the hierarchical tagging layer to predict labels.
From the results listed in Table 5, we have several important observations as follows:
• Effectiveness of Adaptive Multi-pass Memory Network.
We observe that the BiLSTM+CRF+AMMN model outperforms the BiLSTM+CRF on these three datasets. For example,
compared with the baseline, it improves the F1 score from 89.13% to 92.40% on MSRA dataset.
Compared the AMMNHT with BiLSTM+HT, we can find similar phenomenon. The great improvements demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive multi-pass memory network.
• Effectiveness of Hierarchical Tagging Mechanism. Compared with the BiLSTM+CRF, the BiLSTM+HT model improves the performance, achieving 1.40% improvements of F1 score on MSRA
dataset. Moreover, the AMMNHT also outperforms the BiLSTM+CRF+AMMN. The great improvements indicate the hierarchical tagging mechanism is very effective for Chinese NER task.
• Effectiveness of Adaptive Multi-pass Memory Network and Hierarchical Tagging Mechanism.
We observe that the proposed model AMMNHT achieves better performance than its simplified
models on the three datasets. For example, compared with BiLSTM+CRF, the AMMNHT model
improves the F1 score from 89.13% to 93.29% on MSRA dataset. It indicates that simultaneously
exploiting the adaptive multi-pass memory network and hierarchical tagging mechanism is also very
effective.
4.5

Adaptive Multiple Passes Analysis

To better illustrate the influence of multiple passes and adaptive multi-pass memory network, we give
the results of fixed multiple passes and adaptive multi-pass memory network in Table 6. The results
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English Translation: Hokkaido has a variable climate
Chinese Sentence:
Matched Words

English Translation: Achievements of the Institute of Chemistry

北海道气候多变
Pass 1

Pass 2

化 学 研 究 所 取 得 的 成 就

Chinese Sentence:

Pass 3

北海
(North Sea)
海道
(Seaway)
北海道
(Hokkaido)

Matched Words

Pass 1

Pass 2

Pass 3

Pass 4

化学
(Chemistry)
化学研究
(Chemical Research)
化学研究所
(Institute of Chemistry)

(a) Attention visualization of AMMN when learning lexical (b) Attention visualization of AMMN when learning lexical
knowledge for the candidate character ‘学 (subject)”.
knowledge for the candidate character “海 (sea)”.

Figure 3: Two examples of attention weights in adaptive multi-pass memory network. The reasoning
passes are 3 and 4, respectively. Darker colors mean that the attention weight is higher.
MSRA
92.64
92.96
93.14
93.12
93.03
93.29

OntoNotes
72.87
73.50
73.77
73.85
73.46
74.03

WeiboNER
58.52
58.83
58.74
58.34
58.13
59.04

20

Pass
1
2
3
4
5
Adaptive

20

Table 6: F1 score (%) of different passes from 1 to 5 and adaptive passes on the test sets. It shows
suitable reasoning passes of memory network can boost the performance.

5
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show that multiple passes operation performs better than one pass. The reason is that multiple passes
reasoning can help to highlight the most appropriate matched words. The cases in Figure 3 show that
the deep deliberation can recognize the correct lexical knowledge by enlarging the attention gap between
correct matched words and incorrect ones. When the number of passes is too large, the performance stops
increasing or even decreases due to over-fitting. In contrast to the fixed multiple passes memory network,
the adaptive multi-pass memory network has 0.21% improvements of F1 score on the WeiboNER dataset.
Furthermore, the two examples in Figure 3 show that adaptive multi-pass memory network can choose
suitable reasoning passes according to the complexity of the input sentence, which also demonstrates the
effectiveness of the adaptive multi-pass memory network.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an adaptive multi-pass memory network to incorporate lexical knowledge from
a lexicon for Chinese NER task which can adaptively choose suitable reasoning passes according to the
complexity of each sentence. Besides, we devise a hierarchical tagging layer to capture tag dependencies in the whole sentence. The adaptive memory network and hierarchical tagging mechanism can be
easily applied to similar tasks involving multi-pass reasoning and decoding process, such as knowledge
base question answering and machine translation. Experimental results on three widely used datasets
demonstrate that our proposed model outperforms previous state-of-the-art methods.
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